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BEER TO GO

4 Packs of 16oz Cans, 32oz Crowlers and Cases

BEER TO GO
Stolen Stash #27 - Peach Offering
IPA - New England / 7.2% ABV / 10 IBU

32oz Crowler $12.00

With the election season kinda past us, we thought we'd have some fun and peach up the peace offering. The base of this is
loaded with Enigma, Galaxy, Idaho 7 and Cashmere which loads the beer with juicy tropical flavors. The addition of peach
takes it to the next level! Here to a 'peach'ful transition!

Saphirgette City
Kölsch / 4.8% ABV / 25 IBU

4 Pack $14.00

Crisp, Clean, Crushable. This light- bodied golden ale is dry-hopped with Saphir to bring out traditional Noble hop
characteristics that this style is known. Classic.

Justa Honey Amber
Red Ale - American Amber / 6.2% ABV / 52 IBU

Case $80.00

32oz Crowler $10.00

It's not hazy, it's not juicy, it's not sexy, it's just an old school hoppy amber infused with Orange blossom honey. We brew this
with vienna and crystal malts to give it the sweetness and color you expect and then kettle hop and dry hop it with Cascade,
Nugget, and Simcoe to give it a quenching hop boquet of citrus and pine you expect from our beers. The addition of Orange
Bloosm Honey adds complexity in sweetness and flavor to round this brew out.

Baby Juices
IPA - New England / 4.9% ABV / 42 IBU

16oz 4pk $16.00

This crushable hazey-juicey 4.9% sessionable IPA is loaded with Citra, Mosaic, Lemon Drop, Mandarina Bavaria and Hallertau
Callista to create a juice bomb which will produce waves of mandarin orange, honeydew melon, guava, and juicy mango as it
erupts in your mouth. It's so deliciously satisfying it will keep you yearning for more.

Case $95.00

Uncle Jon's Beer #16
IPA - American / 7.6% ABV / 65 IBU

4 Pack $16.00

New Exton IPA
IPA - New England / 7.4% ABV / 23 IBU

4 Pack $18.00

Uncle Jon's Beer is our West Coast IPA. UJB #16 features Trident and Meridian hops which give the beer a fruity, berry-like
flavor profile, while keeping with the traditional bitterness and balance of Uncle Jon's.

You want juice, you get juice. This unfiltered IPA is brimming with Citra, Mosaic, and Idaho 7 hops which give it rich tropical
fruit flavors. Pineapple, guava, grapefruit, and orange flavors dominate this brew.

Hotter Than Kveik IPA
IPA - New England / 6% ABV / 14 IBU

Case $105.00

16oz 4pk $15.00

This hazy IPA is brewed with a Norwegian yeast strain that ferments at extremely elevated temperatures and super fast. It
makes no sense to us, but we tried it anyway. Generously hopped with El Dorado, HBC586, Azacca, and Lemondrop.
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BEER TO GO
Peace Offering
IPA - New England / 7.2% ABV / 10 IBU

16oz 4pk $16.00

Better Than Socks 2020
IPA - New England / 6.8% ABV / 15 IBU

4 Pack $16.00

Six Feet of Separation - Double DH
IPA - New England / 6.6% ABV / 16 IBU

16oz 4pk $21.00

Six Feet of Separation - Triple DH
IPA - New England / 6.6% ABV / 16 IBU

4 Pack $23.00

Second Anniversary Ale
IPA - Imperial / 8.2% ABV / 65 IBU

4 Pack $23.00

Voice of Reason Double IPA
IPA - Imperial / 8.4% ABV / 22 IBU

4 Pack $24.00

Jumpy Jon's Java Stout
Stout - Coffee / 6.2% ABV / 40 IBU

4 Pack $16.00

Case $96.00

Oh no, election season is upon us… Opinions are strong, friendships and families are being challenged, and politics are more
divisive than ever. Whether you think this years’ winner is going to save us or screw us, there’s one thing we can all agree on,
it’s time for beer!

Case $96.00

Celebrate the Festival of Lights with this special Collab from Stickman Brews and Stolen Sun Brewing Co. We’ve spared all
expense this year to produce a No-Oil, No-Boil brew definitely Better than Socks. This Juicy, Hazy IPA is loaded with Azacca,
Zappa, Ekuanot, and HBC586 Hops. Break out the latkes and dreidels and let’s do this!

Case $124.00

What started as collaboration has ended in separation. We loaded this Hazy brew with Galaxy, Mosaic, and Idaho 7 and
double dry-hopped. You'll get all the juicy tropical fruits you can handle in this brew, but we warn you, please maintain Six
Feet of Separation at all times. We hope you and your families are staying safe and sane during this trying time. We can't wait
till we can all be together again.

Case $135.00

What started as collaboration has ended in separation. We loaded this Hazy brew with Galaxy, Mosaic, and Idaho 7 and
double dry-hopped. We figured why stop there, so we Triple Dry Hopped the remainder. Just when we thought we couldn't
take it further, we did! You'll get all the juicy tropical fruits you can handle in this brew, but we warn you, please maintain Six
Feet of Separation at all times. We hope you and your families are staying safe and sane during this trying time. We can't wait
till we can all be together again.

Hooray for us, We did it again!! Time to celebrate all our team's hard work this year with another BIG, JUICY beer. Did we
mention HOPPY? We couldn't decide on hops so we decided to use them all. Citra, Mosaic, Cascade, and Warrior all topped
off with a new Juicy hop from Australia, Enigma!! This brew is generously hopped at the end of the boil as well as double dryhopped in the fermenter. Because of the year it's been, we also made it a double! Thanks for all your support in this 2nd year.
Year 3 can't come fast enough!

Behind every successful person is a powerful Voice of Reason. We celebrate the power and wisdom of these voices around the
world with this Super Juicy, Super Hoppy, Super Hazy, and Super Delicious brew. We spared no expense Double Dry Hopping
with Galaxy and Mosaic to give this sacred Double IPA the respect it deserves.

What happens when you have a coffee roastery in a brewery? You make delicious coffee beers of course! This brew is loaded
with dark roasted malts and balanced out with crystal malts. We then added plenty of oats to add a layer of creaminess.
Following the fermentation process, we add a generous amount of hand-selected, craft roasted micro-lot coffee to make this
an incredibly unique beer-coffee experience. This is an old school recipe with a modern twist in which Dark beer and coffee
lovers will savor. In this version, we welcome our blend, My Morning Song, which is a micro-lot blend of Colombian and
Kenyan coffees.
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BEER TO GO
Bierdükken
Stout - Russian Imperial / 10.5% ABV / 50 IBU

500ml Bottle $17.00

We first put our coffee into the Syrah and Gin barrel then the coffee into the beer. Need we say more? This beer is not for the
faint of heart. No seriously, it's loaded with alcohol and caffeine. The union of these amazing ingredients gives way to a brew
which is loaded with flavor while being dangerously drinkable. Enjoy in moderation...You're now warned.

Corporate Monkey
Belgian Tripel / 10.8% ABV / 20 IBU

4 Pack $22.00

Have you been working like a dog at a terrible corporate job all week? Corporate seagulls flying around this week? Tired of selfproclaimed experts? Need something to help you forget about the weekly rat race and ease the pain of the knife that’s in your
back? The brewers of Stolen Sun have formulated the perfect beer for you. Introducing this heavy hitting 10.8% Belgian Tripel.
Corporate Monkey is designed to make you forget that ass you just kissed and get rid of that terrible taste. Change your
attitude, loosen your noose, unwind and enjoy this amazing Belgian style ale.
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